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ABSTRACT: The test pattern for a multiple 

fault is the special test pattern for the special 

single stuck- at fault forming the multiple 

one. Test for all multiple faults is derived 

from any test for all single stuck-at faults. 

The length of the multiple faults test is linear 

function of the single faults test length. A 

multiple fault test is the one of high quality. 

In particular SEU and bridge faults may 

manifest themselves as multiple faults at the 

CLBs poles. Deriving test for all multiple 

faults was executed for the certain bench-

marks. For them the length of the multiple 

faults test is about the twice length of the 

single faults test. The circuit is designed by 

covering the Shared ROBDD by CLBs. The 

entire project describes finding multiple 

faults in combinational logic blocks using 

ROBDD technique. 

Keywords: ROBDD, CLBs, SEU, bench-

marks, stuck-at faults. 

I.INTRODUCTION: Structure and test 

incorporate a fundamental cost section during 

the time spent chip making. During the time 

test orchestrated research has contributed on 

an exceptionally fundamental level in 

compelling test age exertion and meanwhile 

accomplishing required test outcomes. 

Current test systems for the most part 

consider single clung to blame (SSAF) 

thought. The supposition here is that the 

SSAF test set will recognize other sort of 

flaws, for example, different stuck at and 

cross issues with appealing joining. To 

consider tip top inadequacy models other than 

SSAF will incite long test estimation times. A 

circuit with n-nets can have 3n− 1 diverse 

stuck at imperfections (MSAFs). This is an 

unfeasible number to assemble tests for. 

Different frameworks have been proposed to 

give total distinctive issue thought to fan-out 

free circuits, irredundant two-level circuits, 

and internal fan-out free circuits. As a general 

rule, circuits do have interior re-joined fan 

outs. Different works spin around mapping 

SSAF tests to assess MSAF tests. Since 

SSAF test models are accessible, mapping 

them to recognize MSAFs would lessen test 

age exertion. SSAF test sets do see 70% to 

80% of the MSAFs. Analysts have looked the 

MSAF consolidation. The latest work by 

Fujuta ET. Al. fuses SAT based definition for 

ATPG of circuits having enormous number of 

shortcomings. The figured SAT issue drops 

insufficiencies which are perceived; 

regardless the relating requirements are not 

dropped. This enables them to manage the 

understanding strategy all around reasonably. 

They have demonstrated that the MSAF test 

set is just a slight development to the single 

clung to denounce test set. Agrawal et al. use 

branch and bound calculation to see MSAFs 

which are not recognized by single clung to 

denounce tests. Regardless, these 

recommendations test the circuit with 

everything considered for MSAFs actuating 
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exponential test age unexpectedness. 

Guaranteeing hard and fast SSAF, MSAF, 

and surrender deficiency testability during 

arrangement stage decreases test design age 

time. This also prompts least structure 

adjustments if there should develop an 

occasion of illegal issue thought at a later 

stage. Then again, there have been two or 

three arrangement methods of reasoning 

proposed in the creation to improve circuit 

testability. One of such frameworks is 

Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram 

(ROBDD) based circuit structure. For a 

ROBDD based execution, each inside 

ROBDD focus point is dislodged either by a 

multiplexer or an Invert-And-Xor sub-circuit. 

These amalgamation methodology offer 

100% testability for single stuck-at and way 

yield shortcomings. The system utilizes by 

extra information, anyway slight 

compositional changes are made to execute 

the additional data. MSAF testability of 

ROBDD based mux use stay to be 

investigated. Escalated testing of a circuit-

under-test would cover complex deficiencies 

including MSAFs and cross shortcomings, 

regardless it is silly. A reasonable 

methodology called Pseudo serious testing 

was proposed by McCluskey et.al. In. Their 

proposal was away for Built-In Self-Test 

models. Pseudo escalated testing system has a 

potential application to a ROBDD based 

structure which is regularly isolates in nature. 

Test vector age for this situation would have 

a polynomial test age multifaceted nature. 

This undertaking shows an absolutely delay 

and MSAF testable circuit structure. The 

tremendous obligations of this paper are: A 

pseudo broad test technique to perceive all 

MSAFs in ROBDD based circuits which has 

irrelevant test age exertion. All irredundant 

various deficiencies of the circuit under test 

are displayed testable. 

II.EXISTING METHOD: Notice that 

singular stuck-at 1(0) defect of the CLB yield 

shaft is diminished to the relating 1(0) 

inadequacy of the center point v C input xi is 

reduced to 01(10) insufficiencies of the edges 

beginning from the center points set apart 

with record I. The center points (weakness 

center points) are verified with the CLB. It is 

adequate to consider only one lots of such 

edges (one inadequacy center point), and only 

a solitary way ρ. A ROBDD is a standard 

depiction of the Boolean limit with respect to 

a picked solicitation of information factors. 

There is a fixed solicitation of variables in all 

ways from root center point to terminal center 

points. Since every center point is an essential 

initiative center, it is organized using a 

fundamental administration circuit (2:1 mux) 

for every information variable. Consider a 

ROBDD showed up in Figure 1 which we 

will use as a running model. The basic 

purpose of a ROBDD based execution is to 

achieve absolute way concede testability. 

This philosophy incorporates covering each 

ROBDD center point with a sub-circuit. 

Dreschler et.al. Replaces each center by a 

multiplexer. At any rate an additional data t 

addressing the leaf centers is used to make an 

advancement, this is an overhead. In 

Matrosova et. al. the ROBDD centers are 

replaced with Invert-And-Xor circuits. 

 This system discards the essential of 

additional control input t. The advances 

required for concede tests are made through 

basic wellsprings of data. To reduce sub-

circuit way lengths realized by XOR portals 

in, they are displaced by OR entryways. 

Figure addresses the execution subject to OR 

entryways (set apart as circuit C). This 
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substitution still allows full defer testability 

however through generous similarly as 

considerable table non-energetic tests. Any 

way that partners the BDD root with the 1 

terminal center point makes one aftereffect of 

the Disjoint Sum of Products (DSoP) of a 

limit f that is addressed by the ROBDD. This 

paper intends to gather test sets for MSAFs in 

an execution of a single limit ROBDD which 

can be addressed by a DSoP verbalization. 

The decided test sets are suitable to all 

ROBDD based utilization viz. 

III.PROPOSED METHOD: As 

development scales, pretty much nothing and 

thick geometries, and strategy assortments 

present flaws that are normally not perceived 

by single stuck-at tests. To improve 

deformation consideration, we broaden the 

single clung at tests to cover various stuck-at 

issues. This paper investigates various 

adhered to fault (MSAF) testability of 

ROBDD (Reduced Ordered Binary Decision 

Diagram) based totally delay testable 

combinational circuits. The circuits are 

controlled by covering ROBDD center points 

with Invert-And-Or sub-circuits (2:1 muxes). 

We show that for each sub-circuit which goes 

about as a portion, the various adhered to 

accuse test set needs only four vectors. 

Moreover we exhibit that different adhered to 

accuse test set for the all out circuit has an 

upper bound of 3N test vectors where N is 

center count of the ROBDD addressing of 

different issues is gotten from any test for all 

single stuck-at issues. The length of the 

various defects test is immediate limit of the 

single inadequacies test length. A different 

insufficiency test is the one of high bore. 

Explicitly SEU and framework imperfections 

may show themselves as different 

weaknesses at the CLBs posts. Deciding test 

for all of different lacks was executed for the 

particular seat marks. For them the length of 

the various inadequacies test is about the 

twice length of the single insufficiencies test. 

As development scales, close to nothing and 

thick geometries, and strategy assortments 

present flaws that are routinely not perceived 

by single stuck-at tests. To improve 

disfigurement consideration, we expand the 

single clung at tests to cover various stuck-at 

issues. This paper investigates various 

adhered to fault (MSAF) testability of 

ROBDD (Reduced Ordered Binary Decision 

Diagram) based totally defer testable 

combinational circuits. The circuits are 

dictated by covering ROBDD center points 

with Invert-And-Or sub-circuits (2:1 muxes). 

We exhibit that for each sub-circuit which 

goes about as a fragment, the various adhered 

to accuse test set needs only four vectors. 

Besides we show that different adhered to 

accuse test set for the all out circuit has an 

upper bound of 3N test vectors where N is 

center point count of the ROBDD addressing 

the circuit. A combinational circuit is 

resolved with covering the most ideal Shared 

ROBDD by CLBs in the packaging of FPGA 

development. 

 Single stuck-at blemishes at the CLBs shafts 

and various lacks built up from such single 

stuck-at issues are considered. It is shown 

that the test plan as for single adhered to fault 

so for different issue there reliably exists. The 

test structure for a various inadequacy is the 

remarkable test plan for the phenomenal 

single adhered to accuse forming the 

distinctive one. Test for all of different issues 

is gotten from any test for all single stuck-at 

issues. The length of the various blemishes 

test is immediate limit of the single 

inadequacies test length. A different lack test 
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is the one of high bore. Explicitly SEU and 

framework imperfections may show 

themselves as different inadequacies at the 

CLBs posts. Deciding test for all of different 

insufficiencies was executed for the particular 

seat marks. For them the length of the various 

weaknesses test is about the twice length of 

the single inadequacies test. 

 

Fig3: Test partitions of circuit in given circuit 

It may not commonly be possible to 

execute colossal multiplexers as they 

disappoint the speed of action and are 

expensive. As ROBDD based execution 

addresses a twofold tree structure, 

additional multiplexers can be avoided. 

Each center point is executed using a sub-

circuit (2:1 mux) showed up in Figure 4. 

The entire circuit is made out of 2:1 muxes 

making the mux a trademark contender for 

the bundle. Ways from the fundamental 

commitments to the mux inputs and from 

mux respect the circuit yield ought to be 

honed. These ways will allow the muxes to 

be attempted completely. Since the 

ROBDD based execution has all of the 

manners in which testable under the way 

concede weakness model, honing and 

causing is ensured for each way. 

Test vectors decided for each mux drive the 

basic wellsprings of data so as to hone the 

inadequacies of bundle under-test and 

induce the portion respect the circuit yield. 

 

 
 

 

Fig4: Implementing formulae 

Fig5: ROBDD for x3 

 

 

 

 

Fig6: Fault propagation on the path 

 

For the circuit set apart by factor xi, when a-

test is associated, the yield at yi would be D¯. 

This would be hidden by the Ps−a−1 

inadequacy. In any case, a b-test would make 

D. For this circumstance Ps−a−1 would be 

spread at the yield by one of the tests and 

circuit would be recognized as damaged. 

Thusly a test vector for a sub-circuit 

compelled by factor xi will separate any 

stuck-at-1 lack on the OFF method for the 

muxes experienced by the variable 

solicitation of way h. This is significant to all 

OFF way s-a-1 imperfections of way h. Thus 

it is benefit to test all muxes as indicated by 
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the variable solicitation, starting with the 

most essential solicitation. This test strategy 

will distinguish faulty circuits. 

 

Hence illustrated. In the occasion that net P 

is caught at-0, it goes about as a non-

controlling a motivating force for the OR 

entryway. D or D¯ regard from the past 

circuit will be spread to the accompanying 

circuit in the solicitation of elements. This 

Ps−a−0 inadequacy will be perceived when 

a-test is associated which has been resolved 

expressly for the portion where it exists. 

 

IV.SIMULATION RESULTS: 

 
 

 
 

Showing the test vectors which have been 

passed and which has been failed. 

 

RTL Schematic:  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Existing System Proposed System 

It requires more area 

–existing methods are 

Dag,aig,cns 

Compare to the 

existing systems 

require less area 

Simple 

combinational design 

require more product 

or sum terms 

Require less number 

of sum and product 

terms in design 

Mainly used for 

complex system 

designs 

Mainly used for 

simple and risc 

designs ,where 

instructions can be 

reduced 

Require logarithemic Stuck at faults easily 
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table to design and 

calculate stuck at 

faults 

can be detected 

Used for detection of 

stuck at faults normal 

method 

Used mux 

combinational 

method 

For soc designs may 

not work 

Soc designs are 

applicable 

 

V.CONCLUSION: As the contraption 

thickness of chip increments, different 

deformities show up as changed stuck-at 

issues. Customary single clung to charge 

tests are missing to catch such appearances. 

This paper has dissected MSAF testability 

of a circuit facilitated utilizing ROBDD, 

which is thoroughly single stuck-at and 

surrender inadequacy testable. It is 

demonstrated that a ROBDD based 

execution utilizing 2:1 mux is in like way 

MSAF testable through sharpened 

distributing. Each piece test set contains 4 

test vectors which can be settled in 

polynomial time. The upper bound on test 

length is 3N where N is the measure of inner 

focuses of ROBDDs delineating a circuit 

direct. Since the test age exertion is away for 

MSAFs, all single stuck-at blemishes are 

ordinarily checked. 

VI.FUTURE SCOPE: In this proposed 

system, we organized different stuck at 

inadequacies of ROBDD based 

combinational circuits. In this we found 

various imperfections in combinational 

circuits. In future, we will design faults in 

progressive circuits like processors 

arrangement, registers, and counters and 

moreover we will structure this as an IP 

focus and this will be useful when we will 

send the transmission data and remembering 

that getting the data. By using this 

development we can decrease district and 

power. 
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